Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 13

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. the opposite of addition
5. opposite of reunion
11. not joined or united
13. replacement
15. to work together
16. annoy
18. to look over carefully
22. watch
24. Spacecraft allow the ___ of outer space.
25. I recorded each ___ I made while bird-watching.
26. opposite of cleanse
27. accurate
28. Swimming requires the smooth ___ of arms and legs.

Down
2. a statement admitting one’s guilt
3. test
4. substances that make air and water impure
6. investigate
7. change
8. respect and appreciation
9. Harsh soap can cause a skin ___.
10. Try to ___ vague words with clear ones.
12. He saw his ___ in the pond.
14. to have a high opinion of
17. Shiny surfaces ___ light.
19. The tailor made an ___ in the waist size.
20. to admit one’s guilt
21. the fixing of an error
23. to take away